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Good afternoon,

T ip #4

As a child summer break was the time of our annual family trip when our family (all 6 of us) would
cram into our 4 door car. This very car had a working air conditioner which my parents refused to
turn on, even when the temperature soared into the 90s. Our darling mom would claim, “There is
a lovely breeze!” as my brother, 2 sisters and I were whipped around in the backseat from the strong
warm gusts of the open car windows. Those were good days, deafening wind from open windows,
and all. On one of our trips we went to Hollywood and took a back lot tour of a movie studio. I
remember the tour guide repeatedly saying, “It is all an illusion.” The sights, the celebrities, the
lifestyles were all illusions to create a false sense of reality. This is much like Internet privacy. Online
privacy doesn’t exist, but many are lured into the illusion of privacy.

Turn the illusion of privacy into your reality, download
Tip 4 PrivacyHose; www.PrivacyHose.com

Behind the comfortable walls of our surroundings we feel a sense of privacy and that sense of
privacy may extend to searching the Internet and visiting websites. This sense of privacy is an illusion.
When we are online, we are never alone, and there are no secrets. Our online behavior is tracked
and our information is sold again and again. Recommended by one of our geeky Programmers,
PrivacyHose will mask online activity and provide the reality of privacy.
Not everything should be kept private. Fortres Grand is trying something new (to us) in the form
of Webinars. Our new release of Clean Slate 7 and how it works with Central Control 7 is the
topic of our first series. For your convenience the Webinar is being offered at two different times:
Tuesday, June 24 @ 10:00am EDT, and Wednesday, June 25 @ 2:00pm EDT. Simply click on your
preference to register.
I happily accept input on my newsletter, or anything else you would like to address.
Until next time, enjoy the lovely breeze,
Susan
Susan Fortin
Susan@FortresGrand.com

